Abstract: Lidar remote sensing has been used to survey stream channel and floodplain topography for decades. However, traditional platforms, such as aerial laser scanning (ALS) from an airplane, have limitations including flight altitude and scan angle that prevent the scanner from collecting a complete survey of the riverscape. Drone laser scanning (DLS) or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based lidar offer ways to scan riverscapes with many potential advantages over ALS. We compared point clouds and lidar data products generated with both DLS and ALS for a small gravel-bed stream, Stroubles Creek, located in Blacksburg, VA. Lidar data points were classified as ground and vegetation, and then rasterized to produce digital terrain models (DTMs) representing the topography and canopy height models (CHMs) representing the vegetation. The results highlighted that the lower-altitude, higher-resolution DLS data were more capable than ALS of providing details of the channel profile as well as detecting small vegetation on the floodplain. The greater detail gained with DLS will provide fluvial researchers with better estimates of the physical properties of riverscape topography and vegetation.
Introduction
Riverscapes are complex, interconnected ecosystems consisting of channels, banks, riparian zones, and floodplains [1] . Biotic communities and ecosystem processes are strongly responsive to the physical aspects of riverscapes. The quantification of these physical properties depends on timeand space-varying parameters, such as inundated surface area, riparian structure, streambed habitat complexity, and turbulence within the water column, as well as at the sediment-water and water-air interfaces. Riverscapes are difficult to quantify, particularly when considering their continuous, heterogeneous characteristics over time and space [2] . Some studies represent riverscape habitat complexity through the spatial variability of the environment. This variability can be defined by various metrics including topographic roughness [3] , hydraulic roughness [4] , topographic complexity [5] , or hydraulic complexity [6] .
To study riverscape complexity, both the topography and vegetation must be considered [7] . Topographic complexity is defined by channel shape using metrics such as the degree of meandering [7] , or channel surface material using measures such as grain-size distribution [8] . Vegetative complexity, an important measure for ecological engineering applications such as stream restoration [9] , is typically estimated through roughness parameters (e.g., Manning's roughness coefficient) and vegetation density [10] . While the methods for measuring these metrics have a long history in fluvial studies, they 
Lidar Data Collection
The DLS system used for this study consisted of a Vapor35 drone (Pulse Aerospace Inc., Lawrence, KS) with an integrated YellowScan Surveyor Core lidar (Montferrier-sur-Lez, France). The Vapor35 UAV uses the weControl SA wePilot1000 flight control system with integrated Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and the weGCS ground control station software for mission planning and execution. The drone has a maximum payload of 2.3 kg and a battery capable of 60 min flight time. The YellowScan lidar is an ultra-light system (2.1 kg), which makes it an ideal payload for the Vapor35. The system uses an Applanix AV39 GNSS antenna paired with the Velodyne (San 
The DLS system used for this study consisted of a Vapor35 drone (Pulse Aerospace Inc., Lawrence, KS) with an integrated YellowScan Surveyor Core lidar (Montferrier-sur-Lez, France). The Vapor35 UAV uses the weControl SA wePilot1000 flight control system with integrated Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and the weGCS ground control station software for mission planning and execution. The drone has a maximum payload of 2.3 kg and a battery capable of 60 min flight time. The YellowScan lidar is an ultra-light system (2.1 kg), which makes it an ideal payload for the Vapor35. The system uses an Applanix AV39 GNSS antenna paired with the Velodyne (San Jose, CA) lidar puck and onboard computer for self-contained, one-button data acquisition. The lidar system is capable of recording up to two returns per pulse and uses a near-infrared wavelength of 905 nm. Once the data were collected, the GNSS trajectory of the lidar unit was corrected with local National Geodetic Survey CORS base station data and the corrected trajectory was applied to produce point data in the LAS file format.
Two The data collected with DLS were compared with data from two separate ALS surveys (2010 and 2016) . The main purpose of including the ALS datasets was to provide a comparison between the point densities and the amount of detail obtained of the physical riverscape environment between the newer technology of DLS and the more traditional ALS. The 2017 DLS survey was primarily compared with the 2016 ALS dataset for analysis purposes due to the closer proximity of the scanning dates. The 2010 ALS dataset was included mainly to serve as a historical perspective of the evolution of ALS technology and to compare it against current DLS technology. In addition, one can compare the 2010 and 2016 ALS datasets to gain some insight on the changes that have occurred in the riverscape environment since the 2010 stream restoration [27] .
On 30 March 2010 (Figure 2a ), the Virginia Information Technologies Agency (VITA) performed an aerial survey for the City of Blacksburg using a Leica ALS-50 lidar with a wavelength of 1064 nm and up to four returns recorded per pulse [29] . The survey was flown at an altitude of 1500 m, used a maximum scan angle of ±20°, and included an average swath overlap of 40%. Two point clouds in the LAZ file format representing the study area were downloaded from VITA's website [30] .
From 20-22 December 2016 (Figure 2b ), Pictometry International, Inc. scanned Virginia Tech campus using an Optech Galaxy Airborne Laser Terrain Mapper (ALTM), which has a wavelength of 1064 nm and records up to eight returns per pulse. The survey was flown at an altitude of 2500 m with a scan angle of ±15.8°, a swath width of 1400 m, and 30% overlap between swaths. Data covering the study area were downloaded as four LAS files.
Lidar Data Processing
Lidar data processing pipelines for both DLS and ALS were created using ModelBuilder in ArcGIS 10.5 (Redlands, CA) with scripts utilizing tools from ArcGIS and LAStools (Gilching, Germany). The ALS point clouds were combined into a single LAZ file using LASmerge and converted from LAZ to LAS format using LASzip [31] (Figure 3 ). The Z (elevation) units were converted from feet to meters to be comparable with the DLS dataset using the tool LAS2LAS and a Z scale multiplier of 0.3048. The ALS dataset was then clipped to the extent mask of the DLS survey, derived below, using the "Extract LAS" tool. The data collected with DLS were compared with data from two separate ALS surveys (2010 and 2016). The main purpose of including the ALS datasets was to provide a comparison between the point densities and the amount of detail obtained of the physical riverscape environment between the newer technology of DLS and the more traditional ALS. The 2017 DLS survey was primarily compared with the 2016 ALS dataset for analysis purposes due to the closer proximity of the scanning dates. The 2010 ALS dataset was included mainly to serve as a historical perspective of the evolution of ALS technology and to compare it against current DLS technology. In addition, one can compare the 2010 and 2016 ALS datasets to gain some insight on the changes that have occurred in the riverscape environment since the 2010 stream restoration [27] .
On 30 March 2010 (Figure 2a ), the Virginia Information Technologies Agency (VITA) performed an aerial survey for the City of Blacksburg using a Leica ALS-50 lidar with a wavelength of 1064 nm and up to four returns recorded per pulse [29] . The survey was flown at an altitude of 1500 m, used a maximum scan angle of ±20 • , and included an average swath overlap of 40%. Two point clouds in the LAZ file format representing the study area were downloaded from VITA's website [30] .
From 20-22 December 2016 (Figure 2b ), Pictometry International, Inc. scanned Virginia Tech campus using an Optech Galaxy Airborne Laser Terrain Mapper (ALTM), which has a wavelength of 1064 nm and records up to eight returns per pulse. The survey was flown at an altitude of 2500 m with a scan angle of ±15.8 • , a swath width of 1400 m, and 30% overlap between swaths. Data covering the study area were downloaded as four LAS files.
Lidar data processing pipelines for both DLS and ALS were created using ModelBuilder in ArcGIS 10.5 (Redlands, CA) with scripts utilizing tools from ArcGIS and LAStools (Gilching, Germany). The ALS point clouds were combined into a single LAZ file using LASmerge and converted from LAZ to LAS format using LASzip [31] (Figure 3 ). The Z (elevation) units were converted from feet to meters to be comparable with the DLS dataset using the tool LAS2LAS and a Z scale multiplier of 0.3048.
The ALS dataset was then clipped to the extent mask of the DLS survey, derived below, using the "Extract LAS" tool. The raw point cloud data collected by DLS were not classified. Before automated classification, the DLS dataset was manually edited to classify obvious outliers (e.g., "bird hits") as noise. Both ALS surveys were originally classified by the vendor as unassigned, ground, noise, and overlap. Points classified as ground and overlap were reclassified as unassigned using the "Change LAS Class Codes" tool. After the point classification codes for DLS and ALS were pre-processed, they were then classified as ground and vegetation using a similar workflow (described below).
The lidar datasets were classified into LAS class codes of ground and vegetation ( Figure 4) . The "Classify LAS Ground" was used to first classify points as ground versus unassigned. The "Classify LAS by Height" tool was then used to classify the remaining points as vegetation versus unassigned, using a height range between 0.1 m and 25 m to define vegetation. The unassigned category represented low points with a height less than 0.1 m, which cannot be distinguished between ground and vegetation. Points with a height value below 0 m or above 25 m were classified as noise. A manual classification was performed to classify human-built structures (e.g., bridges, fences, and cars) using the building class code. Finally, the datasets were manually inspected in ArcGIS to correct misclassified points. The classified lidar datasets were rasterized to produce various digital elevation models (DEMs), including bare earth models (DTMs) and vegetation models (CHMs). Lidar data processing pipelines were again created using ModelBuilder. An extent mask was created to represent the boundary of the DLS survey and clip all subsequent rasters. The "LAS Point Statistics as Raster" tool was used to calculate the point density over a 0.1-m grid. Cells with a point count greater than zero were selected with the "Con" tool and then morphological closing ("Expand" followed by "Shrink") was used to fill in small gaps in the raster. The raster cells were converted to polygons with the largest resulting polygon representing the areal extent of the DLS survey.
The elevation models (DTMs and CHMs) were created using the "LAS Dataset to Raster" tool ( Figure 5 ). Raster resolution was set to 0.1 m for DLS and 1 m for ALS, based on their average point spacing (0.047 m for DLS, 0.652 m for 2010 ALS, and 0.488 m for 2016 ALS). To create the DTM, only ground and unassigned points were selected. A raster was then created using the minimum lidar point elevation for each cell and simple linear interpolation to fill in small data gaps. To create the CHM, a digital surface model (DSM) was first created by selecting only vegetation points and rasterizing using the maximum lidar point elevation for each cell and no interpolation used for data gaps. A normalized DSM (nDSM) was calculated using map algebra as the DSM minus the DTM, resulting in Z values representing height above ground. Gaps in the nDSM and cells with heights less than 0.1 m were set to zero; the result defined the CHM. The raw point cloud data collected by DLS were not classified. Before automated classification, the DLS dataset was manually edited to classify obvious outliers (e.g., "bird hits") as noise. Both ALS surveys were originally classified by the vendor as unassigned, ground, noise, and overlap. Points classified as ground and overlap were reclassified as unassigned using the "Change LAS Class Codes" tool. After the point classification codes for DLS and ALS were pre-processed, they were then classified as ground and vegetation using a similar workflow (described below).
The lidar datasets were classified into LAS class codes of ground and vegetation ( Figure 4 ). The "Classify LAS Ground" was used to first classify points as ground versus unassigned. The "Classify LAS by Height" tool was then used to classify the remaining points as vegetation versus unassigned, using a height range between 0.1 m and 25 m to define vegetation. The unassigned category represented low points with a height less than 0.1 m, which cannot be distinguished between ground and vegetation. Points with a height value below 0 m or above 25 m were classified as noise. A manual classification was performed to classify human-built structures (e.g., bridges, fences, and cars) using the building class code. Finally, the datasets were manually inspected in ArcGIS to correct misclassified points. The raw point cloud data collected by DLS were not classified. Before automated classification, the DLS dataset was manually edited to classify obvious outliers (e.g., "bird hits") as noise. Both ALS surveys were originally classified by the vendor as unassigned, ground, noise, and overlap. Points classified as ground and overlap were reclassified as unassigned using the "Change LAS Class Codes" tool. After the point classification codes for DLS and ALS were pre-processed, they were then classified as ground and vegetation using a similar workflow (described below).
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The elevation models (DTMs and CHMs) were created using the "LAS Dataset to Raster" tool ( Figure 5 ). Raster resolution was set to 0.1 m for DLS and 1 m for ALS, based on their average point spacing (0.047 m for DLS, 0.652 m for 2010 ALS, and 0.488 m for 2016 ALS). To create the DTM, only ground and unassigned points were selected. A raster was then created using the minimum lidar point elevation for each cell and simple linear interpolation to fill in small data gaps. To create the CHM, a digital surface model (DSM) was first created by selecting only vegetation points and rasterizing using the maximum lidar point elevation for each cell and no interpolation used for data gaps. A normalized DSM (nDSM) was calculated using map algebra as the DSM minus the DTM, resulting in Z values representing height above ground. Gaps in the nDSM and cells with heights less than 0.1 m were set to zero; the result defined the CHM. To compare the DTMs and CHMs between DLS and ALS, DEMs of difference (DoDs) were calculated with map algebra by subtracting the ALS DEM from the DLS DEM ( Figure 6 ). To resolve resolution inconsistencies, the 0.1-m DLS rasters were resampled to a 1-m cell size using the "Block Statistics" and "Resample" tools. The DTM was resampled using the mean cell value and the CHM was resampled using the maximum cell value. 
Results

Lidar Data Statistics
There were many similarities and differences between the ALS and DLS datasets in terms of the raw data statistics. Compared with the 90 million points collected by DLS over the study area, ALS scanned less than a million points for each survey (Table 1) . This corresponds to an overall density of 2.35 points/m 2 and 4.20 points/m 2 for the 2010 ALS and 2016 ALS, respectively, and a much higher density of 455 points/m 2 for DLS. This difference was observed in the point clouds, with DLS surveying the riverscape topography and vegetation in much greater detail than ALS (Figure 7 ). In particular, DLS detected short herbaceous vegetation and small walking paths in the floodplain better than ALS. However, DLS has the same limitation as ALS in that the water surface absorbs nearinfrared lidar pulses, resulting in data gaps within the stream channel. To compare the DTMs and CHMs between DLS and ALS, DEMs of difference (DoDs) were calculated with map algebra by subtracting the ALS DEM from the DLS DEM ( Figure 6 ). To resolve resolution inconsistencies, the 0.1-m DLS rasters were resampled to a 1-m cell size using the "Block Statistics" and "Resample" tools. The DTM was resampled using the mean cell value and the CHM was resampled using the maximum cell value. To compare the DTMs and CHMs between DLS and ALS, DEMs of difference (DoDs) were calculated with map algebra by subtracting the ALS DEM from the DLS DEM ( Figure 6 ). To resolve resolution inconsistencies, the 0.1-m DLS rasters were resampled to a 1-m cell size using the "Block Statistics" and "Resample" tools. The DTM was resampled using the mean cell value and the CHM was resampled using the maximum cell value. 
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Classified Lidar Data
The 2010 ALS dataset consisted of 98% ground and 2% vegetation, while the 2016 ALS dataset consisted of 88% ground and 12% vegetation ( Table 1) . The difference in vegetation between the 2010 and 2016 ALS datasets (2% versus 12%) was mostly due to changes that have occurred since the 2010 Stroubles Creek restoration project [27] . Much of the increase in vegetation resulted from replanting efforts along the streambank and within the floodplain (Figure 8 ). The DLS and 2016 ALS and datasets produced similar percentages of vegetation points, 13% and 12%, respectively (Table 1) . There was a three-month time difference between the two datasets (December 2016 for ALS and March/April 2017 for DLS). More similar flight times would have been ideal; however, the timing of the ALS survey was outside of our control. As seen from the StREAM Lab camera tower, these surveys occurred during the same leaf-off dormant vegetation season (Figure 2 ). The resolution of DLS was capable of capturing more of the grasses and shorter vegetation throughout the floodplain that were missed by ALS (Figure 9 ). In addition, the concrete bridge in the 
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The 2010 ALS dataset consisted of 98% ground and 2% vegetation, while the 2016 ALS dataset consisted of 88% ground and 12% vegetation ( Table 1) . The difference in vegetation between the 2010 and 2016 ALS datasets (2% versus 12%) was mostly due to changes that have occurred since the 2010 Stroubles Creek restoration project [27] . Much of the increase in vegetation resulted from replanting efforts along the streambank and within the floodplain (Figure 8 ). The DLS and 2016 ALS and datasets produced similar percentages of vegetation points, 13% and 12%, respectively (Table 1) . There was a three-month time difference between the two datasets (December 2016 for ALS and March/April 2017 for DLS). More similar flight times would have been ideal; however, the timing of the ALS survey was outside of our control. As seen from the StREAM Lab camera tower, these surveys occurred during the same leaf-off dormant vegetation season (Figure 2 ). The resolution of DLS was capable of capturing more of the grasses and shorter vegetation throughout the floodplain that were missed by ALS (Figure 9 ). In addition, the concrete bridge in the The DLS and 2016 ALS and datasets produced similar percentages of vegetation points, 13% and 12%, respectively (Table 1 ). There was a three-month time difference between the two datasets (December 2016 for ALS and March/April 2017 for DLS). More similar flight times would have been ideal; however, the timing of the ALS survey was outside of our control. As seen from the StREAM Lab camera tower, these surveys occurred during the same leaf-off dormant vegetation season (Figure 2 ). The resolution of DLS was capable of capturing more of the grasses and shorter vegetation throughout the floodplain that were missed by ALS (Figure 9 ). In addition, the concrete bridge in the middle of the reach (Figure 1 ) as well as other features, such as wooden fences and sample bridges, were detected in much greater detail with DLS than with ALS. As a quick accuracy assessment, we compared measurements in the field of the concrete bridge and several fence posts ( Figure 9 ) to estimates using lidar point cloud data with ArcGIS (Table 2) . For all metrics, DLS was more accurate than ALS. As an example, the width of the concrete bridge (3.57 m in the field) resulted in a relative error of 0.93% using the DLS data and 6.37% using the ALS data. This improved accuracy of DLS over ALS for measuring fine details in the environment could be critical for hydraulic applications where minor obstructions can influence flow or for ecological applications where rocks and woody debris can impact habitat complexity. Table 2 . Comparison of physical features observed in the riverscape to estimates using the point clouds generated with 2016 aerial laser scanning (ALS) and 2017 drone laser scanning (DLS).
Feature
Metric Observed (m) With respect to the terrain, a lower percentage of points were classified as ground with DLS than with the 2016 ALS (53% versus 88%) and the DLS dataset contained a greater percentage of unassigned points compared with ALS (34% versus 0%), which represent points with a height between 0 and 0.1 m. These points represent uncertainty in the terrain and likely represent microchanges in soil elevation or short vegetation. These points have the potential to represent heterogeneity in the topography and could be used for estimating metrics such as complexity or roughness [8] . Drone laser scanning also performed better than ALS in providing a more complete scan of the streambank profiles, which is critical for quantifying geomorphological change like streambank retreat [18] (Figure 10 ). Aerial laser scanning, with a lower point density, was unable to detect local variabilities in the terrain. While most points in the ALS dataset were ground, these points were coarsely spaced and only represented the general trend of the topography (Figure 10a ). Drone laser scanning captured more of the spatial heterogeneity of the terrain when combining ground and unassigned points (Figure 10b ). As a quick accuracy assessment, we compared measurements in the field of the concrete bridge and several fence posts ( Figure 9 ) to estimates using lidar point cloud data with ArcGIS (Table 2) . For all metrics, DLS was more accurate than ALS. As an example, the width of the concrete bridge (3.57 m in the field) resulted in a relative error of 0.93% using the DLS data and 6.37% using the ALS data. This improved accuracy of DLS over ALS for measuring fine details in the environment could be critical for hydraulic applications where minor obstructions can influence flow or for ecological applications where rocks and woody debris can impact habitat complexity. With respect to the terrain, a lower percentage of points were classified as ground with DLS than with the 2016 ALS (53% versus 88%) and the DLS dataset contained a greater percentage of unassigned points compared with ALS (34% versus 0%), which represent points with a height between 0 and 0.1 m. These points represent uncertainty in the terrain and likely represent micro-changes in soil elevation or short vegetation. These points have the potential to represent heterogeneity in the topography and could be used for estimating metrics such as complexity or roughness [8] . Drone laser scanning also performed better than ALS in providing a more complete scan of the streambank profiles, which is critical for quantifying geomorphological change like streambank retreat [18] (Figure 10 ). Aerial laser scanning, with a lower point density, was unable to detect local variabilities in the terrain. While most points in the ALS dataset were ground, these points were coarsely spaced and only represented the general trend of the topography (Figure 10a ). Drone laser scanning captured more of the spatial heterogeneity of the terrain when combining ground and unassigned points (Figure 10b) . Two common classification errors with DLS were: (1) points misclassified as vegetation; and (2) points misclassified as ground. The first error type occurred along steep streambanks (Figure 11a ). Points representing ground were misclassified as unassigned by the "Classify LAS Ground" tool likely because of the sharp gradient of many streambanks and the data gap in the stream channel. A tool parameter, the ground detection method, allows for more aggressive ground classification and is supposed to help in areas with steep ridges, but we did not notice a significant improvement by changing this parameter. Once these points were misclassified as unassigned instead of ground, the "Classify LAS by Height" tool then misclassified them as vegetation. The second error type occurred in dense vegetation overhanging the stream (Figure 11b ). In these cases, the lower canopy points were misclassified as ground, again due to the data gap. Both types of misclassification where corrected manually, which was a time-consuming process and not a complete solution. 
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Rasterized Lidar Data
Digital terrain models (DTMs) representing bare earth were generated from the DLS and ALS datasets. Both the 2016 ALS and 2017 DLS models showed similar trends in the topography ( Figure  12 ). However, the DLS DTM provided greater detail of the terrain because of the higher resolution. For example, in the DLS DTM, one can observe small paths, tire tracks on dirt roads, and in-stream features, such as rocks and point bars. The DTMs were subtracted to produce a DoD (Figure 12c ). The mean elevation difference between DTMs was −0.322 m. The most probable cause of this bias is from georeferencing errors. It is important to note that when the 2010 ALS and 2016 ALS DTMs were compared (not shown), the mean elevation difference was −0.253 m. There are potentially many Two common classification errors with DLS were: (1) points misclassified as vegetation; and (2) points misclassified as ground. The first error type occurred along steep streambanks (Figure 11a ). Points representing ground were misclassified as unassigned by the "Classify LAS Ground" tool likely because of the sharp gradient of many streambanks and the data gap in the stream channel. A tool parameter, the ground detection method, allows for more aggressive ground classification and is supposed to help in areas with steep ridges, but we did not notice a significant improvement by changing this parameter. Once these points were misclassified as unassigned instead of ground, the "Classify LAS by Height" tool then misclassified them as vegetation. The second error type occurred in dense vegetation overhanging the stream (Figure 11b ). In these cases, the lower canopy points were misclassified as ground, again due to the data gap. Both types of misclassification where corrected manually, which was a time-consuming process and not a complete solution. Two common classification errors with DLS were: (1) points misclassified as vegetation; and (2) points misclassified as ground. The first error type occurred along steep streambanks (Figure 11a ). Points representing ground were misclassified as unassigned by the "Classify LAS Ground" tool likely because of the sharp gradient of many streambanks and the data gap in the stream channel. A tool parameter, the ground detection method, allows for more aggressive ground classification and is supposed to help in areas with steep ridges, but we did not notice a significant improvement by changing this parameter. Once these points were misclassified as unassigned instead of ground, the "Classify LAS by Height" tool then misclassified them as vegetation. The second error type occurred in dense vegetation overhanging the stream (Figure 11b ). In these cases, the lower canopy points were misclassified as ground, again due to the data gap. Both types of misclassification where corrected manually, which was a time-consuming process and not a complete solution. 
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Digital terrain models (DTMs) representing bare earth were generated from the DLS and ALS datasets. Both the 2016 ALS and 2017 DLS models showed similar trends in the topography (Figure 12) . However, the DLS DTM provided greater detail of the terrain because of the higher resolution. For example, in the DLS DTM, one can observe small paths, tire tracks on dirt roads, and in-stream features, such as rocks and point bars. The DTMs were subtracted to produce a DoD (Figure 12c) . The mean elevation difference between DTMs was −0.322 m. The most probable cause of this bias is from georeferencing errors. It is important to note that when the 2010 ALS and 2016 ALS DTMs were compared (not shown), the mean elevation difference was −0.253 m. There are potentially many sources of error, but these biases are similar to vertical accuracies commonly reported for ALS (0.15 m and higher) [32] .
sources of error, but these biases are similar to vertical accuracies commonly reported for ALS (0.15 m and higher) [32] . Since the 2016 ALS and 2017 DLS surveys were completed approximately three months apart, most of the change between DTMs was likely not due to topographic change such as erosion or streambank retreat. Instead, much of the difference was likely a result of measurement errors between the lidar platforms. The largest differences occurred within the channel and along banks (Figure 12c ). This was likely because ALS could not scan the sides of streambanks effectively, resulting in interpolation errors. It is common for ALS to report greater elevation errors along steeper slopes [32] . Drone laser scanning more precisely scanned the streambanks due to its lower altitude and higher point density, and thus produced in a more representative model of the channel (Figure 10) .
A striping pattern was observed in the DTM DoD between the 2016 ALS and 2017 DLS surveys in the lower right section of the study area (Figure 12c ). This same striping pattern was also observed in the DoD between the 2010 ALS and 2016 ALS DTMs (not shown). Upon closer inspection of the raw point clouds, the most likely causes for this data artifact were: (1) Since the 2016 ALS and 2017 DLS surveys were completed approximately three months apart, most of the change between DTMs was likely not due to topographic change such as erosion or streambank retreat. Instead, much of the difference was likely a result of measurement errors between the lidar platforms. The largest differences occurred within the channel and along banks (Figure 12c ). This was likely because ALS could not scan the sides of streambanks effectively, resulting in interpolation errors. It is common for ALS to report greater elevation errors along steeper slopes [32] . Drone laser scanning more precisely scanned the streambanks due to its lower altitude and higher point density, and thus produced in a more representative model of the channel (Figure 10) .
A striping pattern was observed in the DTM DoD between the 2016 ALS and 2017 DLS surveys in the lower right section of the study area (Figure 12c ). This same striping pattern was also observed in the DoD between the 2010 ALS and 2016 ALS DTMs (not shown). Upon closer inspection of the raw point clouds, the most likely causes for this data artifact were: (1) (Figure 13c ). Since the Z value of both CHMs were normalized to height above ground, model bias was less of a concern than with the DTMs. The mean height difference was +0.111 m between CHMs. As discussed previously, this difference in vegetation height was likely not due to the growth of grasses and leaves during the three-month difference between the ALS and DLS flights since they both occurred during the same leaf-off dormant vegetation season. Much of this difference likely represents an increase in vegetation detected by DLS compared with ALS. In particular, small clumps of grass and short vegetation (typically less than 1 m in height) on large areas on the floodplain were observed using DLS. Measurement of short floodplain vegetation such as this is particularly important for roughness estimations [9] .
Areas with negative difference (up to −22.270 m) were observed generally along the western boundary of the study area. These areas do not represent the loss of vegetation, but are taller trees located at the edge of the survey that were not completely scanned by DLS. These trees were more difficult to scan because the drone flew at an altitude of only 20 m and the survey edges consisted of higher scan angles, resulting in lidar pulses that scanned under the tree canopy. Systems such as single photon lidar or Geiger-mode lidar, with reported point densities up to 25 points/m 2 [33] , could be a better option than ALS for trees; however, DLS would likely still perform better at scanning streambanks, small vegetation, and micro-changes in the terrain.
Discussion
Drone laser scanning provides many advantages over ALS for surveying riverscapes. The primary advantages stem from the greater point density resulting from the lower flight altitude of DLS [23] , which allows for more precise measures of streambanks and the creation of higher resolution topographic models (1 m for ALS versus 0.1 m for DLS). The point density of DLS also captures the details of features in the environment [25] , such as rocks, vegetation, and built structures, which are important for physical measures of spatial complexity.
The differences in surveying protocols highlight some of the other advantages DLS offers over ALS. When an agency is interested in ALS, a third-party company is typically required, which takes time to plan and execute. However, if DLS is available it could be prepared and deployed quickly, similar to backpack-or balloon-mounted lidar systems [34] , which would allow for rapid response to The higher resolution DLS CHM provided more detail of the tree canopy, small bushes, and tall grasses on the streambanks and floodplains (Figure 13b) . A DoD was created by subtracting the 2016 ALS CHM from the 2017 DLS CHM (Figure 13c ). Since the Z value of both CHMs were normalized to height above ground, model bias was less of a concern than with the DTMs. The mean height difference was +0.111 m between CHMs. As discussed previously, this difference in vegetation height was likely not due to the growth of grasses and leaves during the three-month difference between the ALS and DLS flights since they both occurred during the same leaf-off dormant vegetation season. Much of this difference likely represents an increase in vegetation detected by DLS compared with ALS. In particular, small clumps of grass and short vegetation (typically less than 1 m in height) on large areas on the floodplain were observed using DLS. Measurement of short floodplain vegetation such as this is particularly important for roughness estimations [9] .
The differences in surveying protocols highlight some of the other advantages DLS offers over ALS. When an agency is interested in ALS, a third-party company is typically required, which takes time to plan and execute. However, if DLS is available it could be prepared and deployed quickly, similar to backpack-or balloon-mounted lidar systems [34] , which would allow for rapid response to dynamic events, such as storms. Aerial laser scanning surveys are typically flown over the same area once every few years, at best. For the stream in this study, Stroubles Creek, ALS data are only available for 2010 and 2016. Alternatively, DLS could be used multiple times a year to record changes in the environment, which is important for monitoring seasonal variabilities like the effects of floodplain vegetation on roughness [9] .
In spite of these potential advantages of DLS, limitations of the technology exist. In terms of DLS itself, the combined drone and ultra-light lidar system can be expensive (our system costs around $150,000); however, there are lower-cost systems in development [35] . While it is generally easier to execute a DLS survey compared to ALS, flying a drone can be a challenge in unfavorable weather conditions such as strong winds and heavy rain [36, 37] . Additionally, in 2016 the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) passed regulations enacting more controls and restrictions on drone pilots [38] . As a result, proper procedures are needed for any drone flight.
Additionally, while DLS allows for surveying larger riverscape extents than TLS, it cannot match the coverage of higher-altitude ALS. To get a sense of scale, the 1.3-km stream reach in this study was scanned with DLS over two short drone flights spanning two separate days. Later surveys of this reach (not included in this study) have performed both flights and scanned the entire reach in a single morning. From this, one could conclude that longer stream reaches could be scanned in a single day with DLS; however, at that point, the main limitation to expanding the extent would be the drone battery life and availability, which for this study was approximately 35-40 min per flight per battery, with each battery costing around $2300. Therefore, for rapid response deployments it would likely be challenging to scan a reach much longer than this in a single day. For larger riverscapes, multiple surveying days would likely be necessary. However, there is likely a point at which the study area would become too large to be practical for DLS and instead ALS would be preferred, even considering its lower resolution. Further work is needed to determine the extent at which this efficiency divide between DLS and ALS occurs.
Once DLS point cloud data are collected, processing the data to produce useful products such as DTMs and CHMs can present additional challenges due to the higher point density. As observed in our study, common tools for processing ALS data can result in misclassification errors, such as misclassified ground points under dense canopy and misclassified vegetation points on in-stream rocks and steep streambanks ( Figure 11 ). Further work is necessary to improve DLS data processing algorithms and pipelines to create more accurate models that require less manual time and effort. In addition, due to the higher point density of DLS, there is likely a point at which the size of the study area would result in a dataset too large to be practical to process with standard computing and more advanced computing resources would be necessary. In these cases, a lower resolution dataset, such as one produced with ALS or a thinned DLS dataset, might be preferred.
Conclusions
We presented a methodology for using drone-based laser scanning to survey riverscapes and simple workflows for processing the resulting data. The workflows, developed using ArcGIS ModelBuilder with tools from ArcGIS and LAStools, have traditionally been applied to ALS data to much success. The results from this study show that these workflows can be effectively applied using a standard laptop computer to process DLS datasets that are 100 times the point density of ALS.
Drone laser scanning can easily be applied in the field for creating high-resolution point clouds of stream and floodplain topography and vegetation structure. The point clouds can be processed using commercial tools and software to classify the points as ground and vegetation. The automated algorithms can be successful in classifying the high-resolution DLS dataset, producing only some misclassification errors along the streambank profile that can be manually corrected. Once classified, the point clouds can be converted into various surface models, such as DTMs for hydrological modeling [39] and CHMs for ecological modeling (e.g., estimating riparian vegetation, canopy height, canopy cover, or above ground biomass [40] ). Compared with ALS, the DTMs produced with DLS represent more of the variability of the terrain, particularly along the streambank profile. In addition, the CHMs produced with DLS represent small vegetation (less than 1 m) in the floodplain commonly missed by ALS.
The next step is to process DLS data into useful measures for applications that can utilize the advantages gained through the higher-resolution data. For example, the spatial variability found in DLS point clouds could estimate hydraulic roughness both within the channel and over the floodplain. Higher resolution data would allow for precise measures of topographic roughness, defined by metrics such as the standard deviation of elevation, which could estimate hydraulic parameters such as Manning's roughness coefficient. Similarly, metrics based on vegetation points, such as the standard deviation of height above ground, vegetation point density, or laser penetration index [41] , could be used to estimate roughness as influenced by vegetation on streambanks and the floodplain. In addition, ecological metrics from DLS could estimate measures of habitat complexity, such as percent rock cover, vegetation cover, and shading [5] .
Drone laser scanning could also quantify the temporal progression of the riverscape environment after significant landscape-altering events such as stream restoration or quantify immediate changes after extreme flooding events such as hurricanes. Once a flight plan has been developed and a trained pilot is on staff, a drone lidar survey can be performed quickly. However, now that DLS technology is quickly becoming more easily accessible as a surveying option, more research is needed to fully take advantage of its capabilities compared to traditional aerial lidar and to process the data in a timely and efficient manner. 
